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A B S T R A C T

In this paper, we address the problem of capturing both the shape and the
human character using a single depth sensor. Some previous works propos
parametric generic human template into the depth image, while others devel
learning (DL) approaches to find the correspondence between depth pixels
tices of the template. We designed a hybrid approach, combining the adva
both methods, and conducted extensive experiments on the SURREAL [1],
datasets [2] and a subset of AMASS [3]. Results show that this hybrid app
ables us to enhance pose and shape estimation compared to using DL or mo
separately. We also evaluated the ability of the DL-based dense corresponden
to segment also the background - not only the body parts. We also evaluate
ent methods to perform the model fitting based on a dense correspondence,
number of available 3D points differs from the number of corresponding tem
tices. These two results enabled us to better understand how to combine DL a
fitting, and the potential limits of this approach to deal with real-depth imag
works could explore the potential of taking temporal information into accou
has proven to increase the accuracy of pose and shape reconstruction based on
depth or RGB image.

© 2023 Elsevier B.V. All rights

ements

ANR-JPCH (ANR-17-JPCH-0004). Special thanks to

ge at URCA for their computing resources.

ion

ting the pose and shape of a human character us-

user is represented by a realtime avatar, such as in i

social media or mixed reality videogames.

Several approaches proposed to reconstruct the 3D

pose of a human character using a single RGB ima

ting parametric models (such as SMPL [4], SMPLi

the RGB information, or by directly learning para

parametric models [6, 7]. Previous works demonst
amera is of great interest in applications where the Deep Learning (DL) was promising to learn the correspondence 14

itted to Computers & Graphics June 22, 2023
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e image domain and the SMPL parameter space

ver, this correspondence problem is complex due to

ion in human poses, shapes, and camera viewpoints

].

e the assumption that adapting these RGB-based ap-

depth images is promising. Indeed, using depth in-

B images helps to resolve ambiguity from 2D to 3D.

issemination of low-cost depth sensors in the con-

ket, such as the Microsoft Kinect, reconstructing the

e and pose from depth images and point clouds has

very active field of research. Most previously pro-

ods focused on pose and shape reconstruction from

t [11], [12], skeleton joints [5] [13], or dense corre-

[14], but remain not enough precise. Indeed, depth

vide incomplete and noisy information, mainly due

ns and the inherent noise of cheap sensors, which

allenging to build a complete and accurate body sur-

6, 17, 18, 19]. In complex scenes with a ground,

background, this problem is more complex, as the

ay not be correctly segmented.

we proposed to combine the advantages of DL-based

espondence estimation, with a parametric model fit-

fine tuning of the shape and the pose. We assumed

ld enhance the accuracy of the pose and shape recon-

ompared to using them separately. Hence, the two

theses we validated in this paper are:

image background segmentation could be performed

with the dense correspondence. Hence, similar to

], as a first step, we establish dense correspondences

apping 3D vertices to the color domain. We use a

le-Unet network [21] to obtain this color embedding

ch depth pixel. A first U-Net aims at segmenting the

images into 15 classes (body parts and background),

should help a second U-Net to regress color embed-

or each pixel.

dense correspondence as an input of the model fitting

thm should improve the performance of pose and

on this model fitting, used joint position esti

input of the optimization, which makes the ap

sensitive to noise and inaccuracies. We ass

ing thousands of pixel-to-vertex corresponde

of 15 joint positions would increase the acc

reconstruction.

For dense correspondence estimation, we train

network to map depth pixels to a low-dimension

template geometry representation (geometry embe

representation entails normalized spatial coordina

pose human SMPL template vertices, in addition

segmentation labels. Based on the success of pre

[8, 10], we regress this representation in an ima

manner. One of the key ideas is to associate a s

encoding for the background, to jointly perform

and background segmentation. This pixel-to-verte

dence is next used to optimize the shape and pos

of SMPL, inspired by previous works on hands [2

ever, the number of available 3D points differs from

of template vertices in the SMPL model. Hence, w

this paper to test several strategies to select the be

dence between the 3D points and the template vert

We compared our method to state-of-the-art com

solves for both monocular RGB and depth inp

dard human shape in motion datasets following the

tal setting of [18], using synthetic (SURREAL),

(DanseDB), and real (DFAUST) data. We also pro

depth ablative analysis of the various components

our method. These first tests are applied to segme

where the background is suppressed, and there is n

with the environment. We then evaluated the abili

brid approach to deal with more complex depth i

background. More specifically, we evaluated if the

spondence network based on the geometry embed

tually segment the background in a specific color.

In the following, we first review previous works

to our approach in section 2. This two-step appr
reconstruction. Most of the previous works, based sented in section 3. We then present a comparison to previ- 76
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of the proposed framework. Our method can predict 3D human shape and pose from an input-depth image. A double U-Ne
ict body part segmentation and to regress normalized canonical vertex coordinates. These outputs are used to compute dense
he input depth pixels and the template geometry via the nearest neighbor in a low-dimensional embedding. We then fit the SMP
by minimizing the distances between vertices and their corresponding depth pixels. The final output is shown on the right-han
with the overlaid input depth point cloud.

section 4, and perform an extensive evaluation of

with non-segmented depth images. Finally, we

us strategies to take into account the dense corre-

model fitting (section 5) , before concluding.

orks

shape reconstruction and pose estimation have

t literature. We refer the reader to [24, 25, 26] for

e overviews.

hape and Pose from Depth Images. Previous 3D

modeling from depth images can be roughly cat-

template-based, template-free capture and hybrid

e template-based methods utilize template priors

dy model recovery, such as embedded skeletons

plate models [17, 28, 15, 29], or parametric mod-

With the evolution of depth sensing, range data

commodity depth sensors such as the Microsoft

e used as prior information. An improved SCAPE

o be fitted to the range data [14, 30]. Researchers

d several different cues from a depth sensor to

and shape via a silhouette, depth or color data

4]. Bashirov et al. [13] proposed a neural network

3D joints position delivered by the Kinect API

[16] starts with a pre-constructed 3D template mesh a

template-free method (i.e., DynamicFusion [31]) to u

current mesh in combination with the SMPL parame

to construct an inner human body. Although it sh

promising performances, the initial configuration an

pre-scanning are not trivial inputs. Recently, DL-ba

ods have shown impressive performance improveme

of these learning methods rely on 3D human model

SMPL. Zhang et al. [32] trained a weakly supervise

from depth or point cloud to learn 3D joints from ann

joints, but they did not recover human shape informati

et al. [18] proposed to regress 3D coordinates of mes

at different resolutions from the latent features of poi

Jiang et al. [19] also proposed a deep network that

point cloud as input and learns to predict SMPL shape

parameters.

3D Human Shape and Pose from RGB Images. Wi

velopment of deep neural networks, capturing a 3

shape and pose from a single color image has beco

ble through several diverse approaches [25]. A family

leveraged 2D joint information in predicting 3D hu

[33] and shape [34]. Bogo et al. [5], when proposing

applied a CNN-based method to predict 2D joint loc
L pose parameters. The DoubleFusion approach then fitted a 3D body SMPL model to estimate 3D body shape 47
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Other methods used regression of 3D human model

. They used deep neural networks as encoders to es-

pose and shape parameters directly from images. For

olotouros et al. [6] proposed a deep network to infer

ameters through iterating between learnable regres-

he optimization-based approach SMPLify [5]. Ex-

is a deep neural network predicting the whole set of

36] parameters to overcome the problem of lacking

ta for the human body model. Kanazawa et al. [7]

adversarial learning by using a generator to predict

of SMPL, and a discriminator to distinguish the real

nces and the predicted ones. Other deep learning-

ods [37, 38, 39, 40] inferred the 3D body shape or

tly from color images using convolutional networks.

N method [37] first attached the extracted features

ut color image to the 3D vertex coordinates of a tem-

, and then predicted the vertex coordinates of the 3D

es using a convolutional mesh regression. Moon et

posed a new heat-map representation, called ”lixel”,

3D human meshes. [40] used image convolutional

d Transformers [41] to estimate a human mesh from

B image. [42]

Shape and Pose using deep learning. Several meth-

to compute correspondences between human shapes

poses [9, 10, 43]. Finding correspondences across

point clouds is a fundamental building block for

D computer vision tasks, such as reconstruction or

ogo et al. [14] proposed to optimize parameters of

body model fitted through point cloud corresponded

owever, the correspondences were computed by a

ghbor algorithm based on Euclidean distance, which

good initialization. Other works relied on an under-

etric model of a human, such as SMPL, and directly

a correspondence regression. A strong benefit of this

e 3D model shares the same topology across different

nsePose [8] showed that this can be learnt via gath-

e correspondences between the SMPL and body data

other popular type of method consisted in learnin

scriptors attached to RGB, depth, or points cloud.

works used hand-crafted shape descriptors to iden

ric features [45], Huang et al. [43] used deep lea

applied PointNet++ [46] to learn a representation

cloud, and further enforce local smoothness to co

correspondences across full or partial human shape

a depth image as input and learned a descriptor fo

Tan et al. [10] learned an embedding from RGB

follows the geodesic properties of an underlying

which enabled the inference of human corresponde

Recent works proposed an alternative approach

respondence, by using encoder to recover an imp

of the human body surface based on sparse 3D poi

fit a SMPL model [47, 48, 49]. These methods

jointly represent body pose, shape, and clothing g

obtained impressive results, even for fine details o

mesh.

In this paper, we explore the limits of couplin

respondence and model fitting [20] to handle back

mentation together with image-to-vertex correspo

also aim at demonstrating that combining this type

with SMPL model fitting should enhance the acc

pose and shape reconstruction. However, this rais

tion of finding a good manner to take into account

point-to-vertex correspondence in the model fitting

3. Our 3D human shape reconstruction from d

Given an input depth image containing a person

fitting clothes, our method predicts a mesh represen

responding 3D human posed shape in the input c

dinate frame. This is achieved through the two-s

depicted in Fig.1. The formalization of the 3D m

our approach is described in section 3.1. In the

convolutional network (see section 3.2) predicts a s

of the input depth image into several human body

with a correspondence map associating pixels to te
COCO dataset, including simulated data [44]. An- vertices. Then, pixel-to-vertex correspondences are established 75
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mentation and correspondence maps. In the sec-

rametric shape model is fitted to the depth image

lting correspondence maps (see section 3.3).

an Model

he 3D shape and pose of the character, we used

odel. The shape of a human body is defined by

deformable meshM(β, θ, γ). Shape parameters β

ts of low-dimensional shape space. γ is the global

he pose of the body is defined by a skeleton rig

; pose parameters θ represent the relative rotation

s. The model generates a triangle mesh M with

:

(β, θ, γ) = W(Tp(β, θ), J(β), θ,W) + γ,

Tp(β, θ) = T + BS (β) + BP(θ),
(1)

linear blend skinning function with vertex-joint

eightsW, and J(β) is a joint location regressions

pose parameters θ encode the global rotation and

ngles of each skeleton joint, while the shape pa-

ntain the coefficients of the ten most significant

ents of the human shape learned from registered

cans. Tp(β, θ) is the deformed template mesh in

y pose. It is expressed as the sum of a template

the shape and pose blendshape functions BS and

d shape and pose-dependent vertex-wise correc-

ents to the skinning template in order to reduce

f linear blend skinning.

orrespondences

tion of the six-dimensional template geometry embedding
uild pixel-to-vertex correspondences. It is a combination

This section introduces the DL dense corresponde

of our method: given a depth image and a templat

try mesh, a convolutional neural network predicts a d

ping between the depth pixels and the SMPL templat

Mapping is obtained through the combination of a

segmentation map and a pixel-to-vertex corresponden

Template Geometry Embedding. Our goal is to establ

ping function c : Γ → T putting pixels in the de

domain i ∈ Γ in correspondence with vertices in the

mesh j ∈ T using a deep neural network. As it is

tionally expensive to learn a mapping from pixels to

span of the 6890 template vertices, we embedded the

geometry in a low dimensional space. We note this

bedding E : T → ⟦0, 1⟧6. Building a reliable embed

crucial for our method, especially because neural net

infer erroneous correspondences: switching body lim

the inherent symmetry of the human body, or confu

els belonging to adjacent body parts. E aims at map

els to the template geometry, but images are 2D proj

the 3D world, this embedding must capture the unde

geometry of the human shape under arbitrary poses

ing angles. We started by defining the first 3 comp

the embedding as the normalized 3 spatial coordina

template mesh in the canonical T-pose (see Fig. 2)

ping the 3 normalized vertex coordinates to RGB v

we found this representation insufficient to distinguis

in our experiments, we added 3 extra dimensions to o

ding to help us distinguish body parts more robustly. H

divided the template geometry into 15 parts, includin

ground class, as shown in Fig. 2. We picked 15 distinc

colors for each class, which represents the extra 3 co

of the embedding E. Next, we trained a deep neura

slm to map pixels to the template geometry embedd

slm : Γ→ E(T ).

Neural Network. We stacked two U-Net [21] network

to-image architecture) as illustrated in Fig. 1 to pre

segmentation labeled with three-dimensional normalized

three normalized canonical vertex coordinates (right). part segmentation, and to regress normalized mesh colors. 54
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outputs are concatenated to generate the pixel em-

lues slm(i) ∈ E(T ). The first U-Net, called U-Net1

aims at segmenting the input depth image into 15

e of which is the background. This segmentation la-

onds to the last three components of the embedding

pth pixel. This embedding is then concatenated with

image and fed to the second U-Net, called U-Net2

to predict a 3-channel image corresponding to the 3

onents of the embedding. The network was trained

ombination of a cross-entropy loss on the output of

ntation branch, and an L2 loss on the output of the

color regression branch.

rtex Correspondence. To obtain correspondences vc

n depth image to the template geometry, we first

age pixels to the low dimensional embedding us-

volutional neural network inference slm. The vertex

pixel i is then defined as the nearest template vertex

edding space, which writes:

vc(i) = arg min
j∈T

||slm(i) − E( j)||22 (2)

l Fitting

ection, we introduce the model-fitting stage of our

iven an input depth image and pixel-to-vertex corre-

s obtained from the previous stage, we fit the SMPL

e depth image to recover the human shape and pose

of the adapted template mesh. To this end, we min-

ollowing objective function:

θ, β, γ) = λDED(θ, β, γ) + λθEθ(θ) + λβEβ(β). (3)

is the data term. The data term stands for minimiz-

stance between pixel i’s 3D point pi (obtained using

c matrix and the pixel’s depth value), and the corre-

ertex vc(i). This distance is summed over all pixels

to the body region Ω ⊂ Γ in the segmentation map:

ED(θ, β, γ) =
1
|Ω|
∑

pi∈Ω
ρ(||pi − vc(i)||22), (4)

is the total number of pixels in Ω. Following previ-

5, 36], we use a robust differential Geman-McClure

Eθ represents the body pose prior Eθ(θ) =
∑

e

penalizes joints that bend unnaturally. The shape

plements an L2 regularization on the shape parame

||β||2. Hyper parameters λD, λθ, λβ are trade-off w

objective function terms.

4. Comparison to previous works based on pre
depth images

Prior to delving into the study of our approach

we would like to briefly recall the conclusions prese

especially the comparison to previous works, and

study. For a fair comparison with the state of the

ried out these evaluations on segmented simulated d

without any background.

4.1. Benchmark and evaluation metrics

We conducted experiments on standard datase

man shapes with close-fitting clothes. Following

troduced in previous works [19, 18], we used the

[1], DFAUST [2] and also a subset of the AMAS

entitled DanseDB1. To simulate depth images of th

lutions, we rendered the single human 3D models

these datasets, placed at the scene’s center and us

resolutions with the same camera pose setting for a

tice here that these 3D scenes did not contain any

As a result, we have depth images for which the

of the pose and shape of the person is known, sinc

els are the ones initially used in the rendering pr

information about the datasets is given in [20].

For fair comparison to [19, 18], the quality of ou

tion method was assessed using the Mean Averag

ror in millimeters (mm), averaged subsequently ov

frames:

ϵ =
1
N

N∑

i=1

√
||vi − v̂i||22,

where vertices {vi} are the prediction, {v̂i} are the g

and N is the total number of vertices.
ction ρ to deal with noisy estimates. 1http://dancedb.eu/
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Kanaz. et al
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Wang et al.
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error rates clos
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36
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tperforms 47
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s). 49

50

troduce in 51
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egmented 56

57

58

between 59

plate ver- 60

gy of the 61

r embed- 62
Jo
ur

na
l P
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-p

ro
of

ison to the State-of-the-art

we compared our proposed approach to state-of-

ds that predict the human shape and pose from a

r depth image. Using a similar evaluation proto-

(based on synthetic images), we replicated the re-

mance of methods [4, 5, 9, 7, 50, 37]. The model-

[4] deformed the SMPL model to the depth im-

ive correspondences between the template and the

ixels. Kanazawa et al. [5] first detected 2D body

RGB image and then fitted the SMPL model to

oints. Lassner et al. [38] and Kanazawa et al. [7]

L parameters directly from RGB images. Wei et

oint correspondences by matching learned feature

r pixels in the depth images. The 3D models were

d by fitting the SMPL model to point correspon-

est of the methods in Table 1 directly inferred 3D

RGB [37] or depth images [19, 18]. These two

based on depth images also used temporal infor-

h helps to reconstruct missing information and to

tent shape along time, and continuity of the mo-

Input SURREAL DFAUST DanseDB

g [4] D 140.6 110.1 -
l. [38] RGB 155.5 - -
[5] RGB 56.1 57.5 -
] D 58.6 62.2 -
. [7] RGB 54.3 58.1 -
. [50] RGB 52.7 56.1 -
[37] RGB 49.5 52.2 -
[18] D + t 18.2 19.7 -
[19] D + t 15.5 8.1 -

D 49.6 53.6 55.0

rison to methods predicting the mesh of a body with close-
om a synthetic monocular RGB or depth (D) image, with
t, in terms of reconstruction errors (mm). For clarity, the
e, above and below 10% of our solution have been written
lue, orange, and green.

d has similar results to most previous works, ex-

o papers combining both depth data and temporal

19, 18] noted (D+t). Model fitting approaches [4]

th images struggle to obtain good results due to

tion using merely naive initialization heuristics.

Results reported in [20] showed that occlusions m

more important reconstruction errors, especially wh

tremities of the body are hidden. Occlusions occurr

termediate body parts can be more easily fixed by

knowledge available for the previous and next body

example, an occlusion of the hand leads to bigger er

pared to a forearm occlusion where the arm and the

visible. This reconstruction error may increase up to

20cm in some extreme cases.

Ablative analysis in [20] enabled us to evaluate the

performance of each component of this hybrid appro

results showed that the pose and shape reconstructio

hanced compared to the reference model fitting met

when using ground truth joints). Compared to using d

respondence only, we decreased the reconstruction e

59.7mm to 49.6mm thanks to adding human body

tion. It avoids some mismatches between human par

up the dense correspondence algorithm. These resul

strated that coupling dense correspondence with mo

(44.3mm error with GT dense correspondence) ou

methods based on model fitting only using sparse join

knowledge (80.1mm error with GT 3D joints position

5. Detailed evaluation of the method

Complementary to our previous paper [20], we in

this section new experiments to further evaluate the

of this hybrid approach. Firstly, we evaluate the imp

method chosen for the SMPL fitting based on a pr

dense correspondence. Secondly, we tested the abi

hybrid approach to segment the background in non-s

depth images.

5.1. Strategy used to infer correspondence

One key component of our method is the mapping

the dense point cloud of the depth image and the tem

tex with the color embedding. However, the topolo

point cloud does not correspond to the template colo
of getting a good initialization for the optimiza- ding, based on the 6,098 points SMPL model. Indeed, several 63
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e point cloud can correspond to the same SMPL ver-

equently, we need to design a method to associate

vertex to a unique 3D point coordinate in the opti-

o achieve this goal, we tested various strategies.

specific study, we changed the test conditions, with

ataset compared to the previous section, which en-

carry out more numerous tests without huge training

e DFAUST dataset, we selected 104 motion clips for

d 25 for testing. The viewpoint was selected to en-

t view of the character in all the images. Indeed,

a smaller training dataset, it may be more difficult

th a wide range of viewpoints. In this section, we

tion on the method used to associate a 3D point to

vertex, and do not consider the ability to general-

ide set of possible viewpoints. The training dataset

omposed of the 100 first frames of each randomly

ip, with 4Hz sampling, leading resulting in 10,000

es. 4Hz is used to avoid selecting poses that are too

her in the motion clip. We performed the same ap-

the testing dataset, leading to 125 depth images, with

ning parameters than those described in [20]: learn-

016 and 10 epochs.

strategy tested in this work, called S 1 consists in se-

each 3D point of the point cloud, the closest vertex

late SMPL model, as shown in equation 2. As a re-

int of the point cloud is associated with one template

one template vertex may be associated with several

number of points is generally greater than the num-

late vertices). Hence, in the model fitting phase, the

ds to find a compromise between all the possible 3D

points. Let us notice that this strategy does not take

tation information into account, so that a point with

bedding associated with a forearm could be linked to

plate vertex, if this is the closest one.

nd strategy S 2 is similar to S 1, except that each point

d to the closest template vertex with the same body

This way, a 3D point with a forearm color embedding

one is the closest one.

Unlike S 1 and S 2, S 3 is searching for each tem

the closest 3D points among the candidates. Thi

template vertex is consequently associated with on

point. Some 3D points may not be associated wit

vertex. Hence, during the fitting phase the system

with one unique pair of vertex and 3D point, for

unlike S 1 and S 2.

The last strategy S 4 is similar to S 3, except tha

average position of all the 3D points candidates, i

one with the minimal distance to the template vert

Strategy of correspondence reconstruct error (m
S 1: Closest vertex 47.79
S 2: S1 + body part seg. 47.00
S 3: Select Minimal distance 43.70
S 4: Select Average position 43.27

Table 2. Different strategies of inferring correspondences. T
obtained with 10,000 training and 125 tests for each strateg

Whatever the strategy, the remaining of the optim

cess is unchanged, only the correspondences chan

sults are presented in Table 2. In this table, for a

tial strategies, the final reconstruction error (in m

using the same method than in the previous section

sults show that using S 1 or S 2 does not significantl

performance of the algorithm. Further experimen

necessary to analyze these results, but we could

the segmentation phase avoids a few big confusi

body parts, but does not improve significantly the

racy of the reconstruction. However, when select

point, with the minimal distance S 3 or the average

reconstruction error decreased down to 43.7mm a

respectively.

5.2. Background Segmentation

In the previous section 4, we tested our met

segmented depth images. However, the dense cor

method is also designed to segment the backgrou

ducing a special color encoding for the background

the performance of the background segmentation
e associated with an arm template vertex, even if this out complementary tests. 70
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Fig. 3. Example of the final
depth input afte

To this en1

a single char2

tions) and a s3

from the self-4

which provid5

scenes, with6

etc. We sele7

ing room. Se8

each 3D scen9

depth image.10

ters (camera11

positions), w12

ing, and 29813

We then ad14

the 3D scene15

as placed 16

ironment, 17

consistent 18

s solution 19

gment the 20

ave a dif- 21

With real 22

me depth 23

se the ac- 24

n. Fig.3 25

st images. 26

ve to deal 27

h the best 28

se used to 29
Jo
ur

na
l P

re
-p

ro
of

s of our synthetic dataset. For each scene, the left image stands for the background image and the right one depicts an example
r adding the character depth image.

d, we designed new depth images composed of

acter (DFAUST dataset, as in the previous sec-

ynthetic background. We simulated indoor scenes

service synthetic dataset-generating platform [51],

es photo-realism synthetic images based on 3D

different 3D objects, lighting, camera position,

cted two main scenes: the bedroom and the liv-

tting a virtual camera position and orientation in

e, we can compute the corresponding RGB and

By randomly changing these two scenes parame-

position, 3D assets placed in the scene at various

e obtained a total of 1480 depth images for train-

depth images for testing.

ded the depth image of the character in front of

could hide body parts. In other words, the character w

in front of the scene, to avoid occlusions with the env

although the depth of the character may not be fully

with the one of the background. We have chosen thi

to evaluate the theoretical impact of the system to se

background in an ideal case where the characters h

ferent depth values compared to the environment.

noisy images, confusions with points sharing the sa

value should occur, which would significantly decrea

curacy of the segmentation and shape reconstructio

shows some examples of adding background to 125 te

In this test, we used the strategy S 4 presented abo

with the dense correspondence, as it provided us wit

results. We applied the same test conditions than tho
depth map, to ensure that no object in the scene test S 1 to S 4 strategies: 10,000 depth images selected with 4Hz 30
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Fig. 4. Visua nd (black) and
body part se ndences. Each
view contain mposed to this
GT input me

frequency1

character.2

43.27mm t3

Figure 44

stages of t5

see the dep6

part segme7

ground (b)8

of the fina9

mesh (colo10

most of th11

ever, in so12

backgroun13

entation er- 14

r after model 15

ackground. 16
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e the interest 18

ondence be- 19

he accuracy 20

single depth 21

thousands of 22

g stage pro- 23

, confirming 24
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lization of reconstruction results when adding a background. (a) Input depth image with a synthetic background; (b) Backgrou
gmentation; (c) Regressed template vertex color; (d) two views of the final reconstructed mesh with inferred dense correspo
s the GT input mesh colored withe the template color embedding. The final reconstructed human body in lightgray is superi
sh for comparison.

among the clips, limited to front viewpoint of the

As a result, the reconstruction error increased from

o 53.24mm when adding a background.

shows some visual results of this test, at different

he method. In this figure, from left to right, one can

th input image including background (a), the human

ntation with black color for the segmented back-

, the color embedding (c), and two different views

l reconstructed pose (lightgray) and the GT human

red mesh using the template color embedding). In

e cases, the background segmentation is fine. How-

me cases, points in body parts are badly labeled as

black in the last bottom example. This type of segm

ror can explain the increase of reconstruction erro

fitting, when the input depth image includes a 3D b

6. Conclusion

The main contribution of this paper is to explor

of combining model fitting and DL dense corresp

tween depth pixels and human template vertices. T

of the human pose and shape reconstruction from a

image, as shown in our results, demonstrated that

correspondences used as inputs to the model fittin

vide richer information than joint positions alone
d, such as the upper-limbs joints which are colored in our hypothesis H2. 25
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ven a dense correspondence may contain errors

mplexity of human pose, shape, symmetry, and

oint. In our approach, the body-part segmenta-

ed to also segment the background, but we only

conditions where the depth of the feet is differ-

depth of the ground. Our results partly support

1, with a reconstruction error increasing by one

proximately when adding such a background. In

nly considered background that cannot add partial

sions of the body. In more complex scenes, with

part of the body, and more challenging confusion

es between the ground and the feet, we could ex-

cant decrease of performance. Further works are

luate this limitation more deeply.

d approach aims at getting the benefits of DL-

orrespondence, and model fitting by optimization.

ication between these two methods relies on the

ondence encoding, but the number of available

ifferent from the number of template vertices. We

hat the strategy used to associate a template ver-

ints has a significant influence on the final human

e reconstruction, after optimization. The best ac-

tained when selecting the average of the available

ted with the same template vertex, before model

y previous works, we tested our approach with

pth images to accurately control the test condi-

corresponding ground truth. However, dealing

th images provided by depth sensors raises many

traints, such as segmenting the character from the

enoising the images, dealing with occlusions and

n this paper, we focused on the segmentation prob-

er evaluation is needed to see the behavior of the

n dealing with real depth images. Preliminary re-

RGBD images (see Figure 5) tend to show that

tion step is very sensitive to noise, with several

ixels that were incorrectly labeled as body parts.

construction, with large errors. Further analysis is r

accurately quantify this error, in relation to the actua

noise and partial occlusions. From this quantizatio

several noise models could be defined to reflect diffe

era brands. Including noisy depth images in the train

of the dual U-Net segmentation algorithm could imp

results. However, this would require either properly

the noise in the real depth images, or collecting a larg

of real depth images with ground truth denoised imag

Fig. 5. Preliminary results obtained on real depth images pr
Microsoft Kinect 4 Azure camera (left). The resulting reconstru
model is depicted in the middle image in green, and the segme
used for the reconstruction is depicted in red on the right.

Although we have shown the interest of combinin

model fitting, recent works using temporal informa

shown very impressive results. This suggests that wo

single RGB or depth image is limited, and that the i

of temporal information needs to be explored in fu

to determine whether the combination of DL and mo

is still advantageous. Other recent works explored en

implicit function of the human body surface based on

points [47, 48, 49], with impressive results to jointly

body pose, shape and clothing geometry. More exten

uation is needed to evaluate the sensibility of these m

noise, occlusion and complex background.
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Highlights

 Dense correspondence and model fing enhance 3D shape and pose reconstructon

 Bodypart and background color embedding enables character segmentaton in depth map

 Averaging 3D candidate points before model fing ogers the best reconstructon
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